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WHAT DOES IT MEAN (NOT) TO BE SEEN?
REPRESENTATION AND RESISTANCE
IN CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN ART

CLARE GORMLEY

We are disruption and consent to disruption. We preserve upheaval. Sent to fulfill
by abolishing, to renew by unsettling, to open the enclosure whose immeasurable
venality is inversely proportionate to its actual area, we got politics surrounded.
We cannot represent ourselves. We can’t be represented.’1ꢀ
Stefano Harney & Fred Moten, The Undercommons:
Fugitive Planning & Black Study
On Refusal: Representation and Resistance in Contemporary American Art brings together the
work of Paul Stephen Benjamin, Elliott Jerome Brown Jr., Aria Dean, Troy Michie, Arcmanoro
Niles and Sable Elyse Smith to explore a notable (re)turn to figuration in the practices of a
generation of artists currently working out of the United States, and to investigate the political
impetus for this (re)investment in the body and notions of embodiment as a subject of art in
the context of contemporary America. Proposing the body as a site of political enquiry, the
exhibition examines the ways in which these six artists trouble, and in many ways collapse,
historical traditions of bodily representation, proffering their diverse presentations of, or
allusions to, the body as a vehicle for thinking through resistance: for imagining other possible
futures and other modes for living.ꢀ
This exhibition stems from a number of research trips I made to the United States
between 2015 and 2019; a period of time that has transpired to be one of the most significant,
and tumultuous, in recent American history. 2016 saw the election of Donald Trump to President
of the United States, and while Trump’s coming to power, and the subsequent mainstreaming
of a cynical and repugnant brand of right-wing politics, is not an event of historical isolation
in a nation founded on the subjugation, enslavement and violation of certain peoples, the societal
schism it has brought about in the US is both undeniable and unprecedented. There has been a
stark galvanising of ideals on both sides of the political spectrum and American citizens, artists
among them, are now faced with difficult questions about the future of their society.ꢀ
Though keen not to foreground this exhibition, nor the works presented within it, as
responsive to this particular event, it is impossible for me to dislocate the thinking behind this
project – as well as the conversations I have had with the artists involved and my subsequent
reading of their works – from the alarming shift in the dynamics of American politics and
society brought forth by Trump’s election. Nor is it possible for me to explore ‘the body’ as a
subject of contemporary American art without acknowledging that, within this increasingly
nationalistic and conservative terrain, certain bodies are privileged and protected, while others
(those of black, brown, queer and other minority peoples) have been made more vulnerable than
ever. We have seen this evidenced in the sharp rise in anti-gay, anti-black and anti-immigrant
hate crimes in the US, including targeted mass shootings like the one carried out on the 3rd
August 2019 by a white nationalist in El Paso, Texas, killing 22 people. Also, in the thousands
of migrant children, separated from their parents, detained by US Border Patrol this past year,
and in the now common rhetoric around border walls and segregation. It is further reflected in
the continued prevalence of institutionalised racism that imprisons a disproportionate number
of African American and Hispanic people and, shockingly, renders roughly one in a thousand
black boys and men in the US likely to die at the hands of police.2
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It is against the backdrop of this turbulent and uncertain time that this exhibition has
emerged, the artworks featured within it perhaps not responsive to, but certainly in conversation
with the changing political landscape of contemporary America. This exhibition ultimately
seeks to trace what artists are saying in this moment and to examine what their work might have
to offer us in helping to imagine possibilities for living differently.
During times of political turmoil, a renewed focus on the body and the politics of representation
is by no means unusual, from the surrealists’ use of dolls and mannequins to convey anxieties
of bodily disenfranchisement in the wake of World War One, to the engagement of the live body
in feminist performance art practices of the 1960s and 70s, which channelled the anger and
fervour of the anti-Vietnam war and women’s liberation movements. In moments of social crisis –
especially those involving war, violence, and the destruction of life – what else is at stake,
after all, if not the body: its vulnerability made so terrifyingly plain to us amidst the volatile
circumstances of our existence?ꢀ
In this regard, artists have long since imaged the body as both an act of preservation
(its very presence – our ability to see it, capture it, to hold it in our gaze – assuaging our fears of
its demise) and resistance against the forces which threaten it. It is, however, the particular
manner in which the six artists in this exhibition engage the body which strikes me as significant
at this moment in time. In contrast to the practices mentioned above, their work resists the call
to hypervisibility which so often accompanies representational and figurative art, and which
indeed has become a defining feature of our contemporary digital age, in which we must see and
be seen.
Rather, in the works of Paul Stephen Benjamin, Elliott Jerome Brown Jr., Aria Dean,
Troy Michie, Arcmanoro Niles and Sable Elyse Smith, we find the body staged through the
act of negation. Though referenced, hinted at, or alluded to throughout the exhibition, the full
scope of the body is rarely made manifest in the works of these artists. Rather, it calls to us, a
puncturing, dysphoric utterance (Paul Stephen Benjamin); it shrouds, camouflages and disguises
itself (Troy Michie); it blurs its boundaries, becoming interchangeable with and enmeshed in
the bodies of others (Aria Dean); it transforms itself into another substance altogether, slipping
away from and evading us (Sable Elyse Smith); it shifts between the boundaries of our world
and another, unknown place (Arcmanoro Niles); and, sometimes, it simply turns away (Elliott
Jerome Brown Jr.).ꢀ
So, in considering the work of these artists and the context in which they have emerged, what
does it mean (not) to be seen?
Perhaps, in order to answer this, we must ask another series of questions: who is currently
seen within the context of contemporary America, and who is not? Whose rights are upheld,
whose body deemed inviolable, and whose disposable? And following from this, what might the
political potentials be in choosing to turn away, to become fugitive, to reject; to negate, just as
you are negated; to refuse in the same moment that you are being refused?
I am interested in considering the visual acts of refusal presented to us in the works in
this exhibition in relation to an emergent philosophy and politics of refusal in contemporary
America. ‘Refusal’, as a subject, has been investigated heavily within the fields of black studies
and black feminist theory in particular, and has been put into action by activist groups like Black
Lives Matter and Decolonize This Place. Specifically, in my approach to this exhibition, I have
been greatly influenced by the work of the Practicing Refusal Collective, a group of academics,
artists and researchers whose thinking and scholarship around refusal as a political imperative
has been wonderfully elaborated on, and indeed put into practice, in the essays contributed by
Tina Campt and Rizvana Bradley (two of the collective’s members) for this publication.ꢀ
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It is in line with the Practicing Refusal Collective’s understanding of ‘refusal’, and particularly
Campt’s articulation of the term below, that I take up my reading of the works in this exhibition:
Refusal: a rejection of the status quo as livable and the creation of possibility
in the face of negation, i.e., a refusal to recognise a system that renders you
fundamentally illegible and unintelligible; the decision to reject the terms of
diminished subjecthood with which one is presented, using negation as a
generative and creative source of disorderly power to embrace the possibility
of living otherwise.3
This definition of refusal is restated in Tina Campt’s own essay for this publication, set
within the context of her wider thoughts on the subject. But it is a definition I consider fundamental
enough to this project, and to the urgent task of revisioning how we live in this world, to duplicate
here. It is the duality of thinking contained within this statement, in its formulation of refusal
as both an act of protest and a generative process of renewal, that this exhibition takes up in its
exploration of the works of Paul Stephen Benjamin, Elliott Jerome Brown Jr., Aria Dean, Troy
Michie, Arcmanoro Niles and Sable Elyse Smith. I hope that it may shed light on the ways in which
these artists present us with bodies that refuse: refuse to be seen or to be read, refuse to obey or
to acquiesce, refuse the physical limitations of the body itself.ꢀ
The potentials of refusal are expressed in the works of these artists in myriad ways, registered
across the body in different tones, textures and guises. One of the tasks of this exhibition is
to grapple with the many forms that refusal can take. I hope to encourage this process of
investigative looking – this search for refusal – by identifying three dominant visual modes, or
artistic strategies, that I see surfacing in these artists’ works: Opacity, Liquidity, and Rupture.ꢀ
I offer these terms up as a visual vocabulary of resistance: tools that we might use to
unpick these works of art and their varied representations of bodily vulnerability, protection and
potential. While not didactic or definitive, they are intended to provide a framework for thinking
through this exhibition, surfacing linkages between the aesthetic, poetic and political modes
of refusal at play within the works of these artists in an effort to demonstrate the potentials of
their various interventions in the present, and visions of the future.

OPACITY
To become opaque, fugitive, to turn away, disguise, obscure or camouflage.
Opacity is intimately linked to ideas of covert resistance and self-protection and it is manifest
in almost all of the works in the exhibition, though perhaps most evidently in Troy Michie’s
collages and assemblages. Drawing on vintage porn magazines and historical newspaper
clippings, Michie fragments, camouflages and ultimately rearticulates images of black, brown
and queer bodies that were originally framed as hypersexualised, criminal or otherwise deviant.
By manipulating their forms, disguising them and disrupting their readability, Michie’s works
highlight the dominant cultural narratives that rendered these bodies ‘other’, turning them
opaque in an act of quiet resistance against the violence of representational practices that seek
to flatten and stereotype subjects for easier consumption. Similarly, in Elliott Jerome Brown Jr.’s
work, opacity is used as a means to reclaim space for complex black and queer subjectivities
to emerge. Troubling the very function of portraiture as a means of ‘capturing’ the subject, Brown
Jr.’s images present us with figures turned away or shielded from the camera’s lens, their faces
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almost never visible. Acknowledging the ‘photographic history of black representation and its
inclination to defend or tell the truth about black life’, Brown Jr.’s work attests to the impossibility
of this mission, refuting the existence of any such singular truth or the ability of an image to
capture the complexity and myriad expressions of black existence and experience.4 Instead,
Brown Jr.’s photographs, as with Michie’s collages, create space for a mode of productive refusal
that forces us to think beyond the frame of the image and imagine the endless possibilities that
one body might register. Through a lens of opacity, both of these artists obfuscate the body as an
act of reclamation and protection; refusing our gaze, and hinting at the capacious interior lives
of their not-quite-visible subjects.ꢀ

LIQUIDITY
To take on the characteristics of liquid, to flow, overflow, spill out or run through.ꢀ
The body is linked to bodies of water throughout the exhibition, with the fluid and malleable
capabilities of liquid performing as both a metaphor for resistance and an imaginative tool for
rethinking personal and political agency. Reflecting the fluid mobilisation of protest movements
in the digital age, certain works in the exhibition harness the slippery, evasive, shifting potentials
of liquid to stage critical encounters with the body, and think resistance against structures of
power. In Sable Elyse Smith’s work, liquidity becomes a means of thinking resistance against
America’s carceral system specifically. Drawing on her experiences of visiting her father in prison
for over two decades, Smith casts the body as liquid substance, imbuing it with the potential to
take on the form of the thing which contains it, but also to soak through, overflow and spill out.
In Smith’s neon work Landscape III, and in 7666 Days – a piece which reworks a family portrait
taken in prison, the photo’s oceanic backdrop brought forward to flood the surface of the three
posed figures – liquid takes the body’s place in order to signify the unrepresentable physical and
psychic pain inflicted by the carceral state, while also offering a poetic means of escapism from
its suffocating, debilitating confines. In Aria Dean’s work, which draws on both cultural folklore
and personal family lore to expound on legacies of racism in the American Deep South, the
unbounded potentials of liquid are also put into effect. Water – specifically the Yazoo River in
Mississippi – becomes a means of thinking subjects in relation across time and different geographies,
while also acting as a metaphor for/critique of the ways in which individual contemporary black
experiences and artistic expressions too often get diluted or subsumed into a simplified narrative
of black trauma. Liquidity, as we encounter it in the work of these artists, becomes a way to
envisage new potentialities for the body; offering a de-structure, an uncontrollability, a chaotic
and fluid nature that starkly contrasts the stability and uniformity of institutions, structures of
power and cultural narratives that seek to oppress and contain.

RUPTURE
To disrupt, fracture, tear, sever, breach, break or break through.
Rupture creates new possibilities through destruction and disruption. A chasmic split after which
comes either dissolution or regeneration, it is both inherently corporeal (the ruptured body) and
intrinsically temporal, evidencing to us that the future is always emerging in the present moment.
In Paul Stephen Benjamin’s multi-screen video work, God Bless America, both the body and
the act of refusal are rendered via sonic rupture. Bringing together clips from Aretha Franklin’s
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1977 performance of ‘God Bless America, My Home Sweet Home’ at President Jimmy Carter’s
inauguration, and rapper Lil Wayne’s 2013 single ‘God Bless Amerika’ – one an idealistic ode to
the state, the other an ironic and politicised rebuke to such patriotism – the work creates a chronic,
discordant and polyvocal hymn to the complexities of the American experience, where an
increasingly nationalistic rhetoric plays out in relation to a culture of police brutality, extreme
anti-black violence, and state surveillance. Rupture also presents itself in Arcmanoro Niles’
painted depictions of the community where he grew up in Washington DC, in which everyday
scenes are interrupted and made surreal by the presence of strange and menacing characters,
who appear to have breached the seams of our world, opening it up to another dimension. While
rupture is registered as an act of destruction in Niles’ work – his images imbued with a sense
of chaos and violence – it is also presented as a means of imaginative world-making, where the
dismantling of one reality inevitably brings about the creation of a new one. The process of
rupture, as conveyed in the work of these artists, allows us to furcate the present moment to see
what has already been, what was never allowed to be, and the possibility of what is yet to come.
I offer up Opacity, Liquidity and Rupture as a means of investigating the different modalities
of refusal at play within these works, and to suggest just some of the ways in which refusal is
brought to bear in the work of artists and takes up its place in our world more generally. For
while the works in this exhibition speak to systems of oppression and reflect on experiences
that are in many senses particular to the United States – especially the institutionalised and
quotidian nature of the violence enacted upon black bodies in America – they offer up a platform
for thinking about how refusal might find its form across other contexts and geographies. This
seems an urgent task in our current moment, as we experience a global shift towards a mode of
right-wing conservatism that renders many of us ‘illegible’ and ‘unintelligible’ in the eyes of our
states, imperilling our bodies and our human rights.
In particular, I have been invested in thinking through the parallels between the US context
in which these works have emerged, and the Northern Irish context in which they find themselves
in this exhibition at the MAC. Certainly, the ways in which both violence and resistance become
encoded upon the body in the work of these six artists feels potent when set against the backdrop
of a society continuing to grapple with the aftermath of colonisation, the devastating civil conflict
euphemistically referred to as the Troubles, and the very particular trauma of state-sanctioned
violence against its citizens.ꢀ
At the time of writing this essay, Northern Ireland, like the United States, finds itself in
a moment of great change and upheaval – caught on the precipice of ‘Brexit’; nearly three years
into the complete collapse of our government; and locked in a political deadlock that denies
Northern Irish citizens their civil and human rights, including marriage equality and women’s
access to abortion, which is currently illegal here in almost every circumstance. In this moment
of political and social turmoil in both the US and Northern Ireland, this exhibition seeks out the
potentials of thinking with these six artists and through their artworks to see what parallels and
possibilities might emerge across these transatlantic contexts.
As in times gone by, artists in this moment of crisis are returning to the body – both as a
means of establishing a connection to the world around them, but also as a critical intervention.
Refusing to be seen, refusing to be read or misread, refusing to form or to conform, what we
witness in the works in this exhibition is not the loss of the body, but rather the creation of new
terms of engagement that make its existence more viable than ever.
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THE PRACTICE OF REFUSAL

ꢁ

TINA M. CAMPT

How do we write, think, perform, practice, visualise, engage, theorise, story, or enact a practice
of refusal? In a multitude of ways, I have spent the last ten years thinking, writing, teaching, and
debating different versions of this ensemble question, in which the litany of verbs it assembles
jockey and vie with one another for attention. It is a shifting relation wherein each term takes a
turn at occupying the foreground of my focus and attention while sustaining a dialogue with
those in the background to improvise a multitude of provisional rejoinders to the question at the
heart of its query: what constitutes a practice of refusal?
My thoughts on refusal have been shaped in profound ways by my ongoing conversations
with the Practicing Refusal Collective, a group convened in 2015 by myself and my friend and
collaborator Saidiya Hartman.2 The practice of refusal invoked in the collective’s name signals
a rejection of the status quo as livable. It is a refusal to recognise a social order that renders you
fundamentally illegible and unintelligible. It is a refusal to embrace the terms of diminished
subjecthood with which one is presented, utilising negation as a generative and creative source
of disorderly power to embrace the possibility of living otherwise. The practice of refusal is a
striving to create possibility in the face of negation.
Our collective came together through a common sense of urgency to respond to the dramatic
increase in antiblack violence in our communities and in diaspora. We came together with a
desire to confront the spiralling attacks we are witnessing across the US, and in the transnational
black communities to which each of us are intimately connected in North America, South America,
the Caribbean, Europe and Africa. And we came together with an explicitly feminist commitment
to refuse the precarious state in which so many black communities find themselves, and the ways
in which state regimes across the globe are treating black populations as disposable and expendable
black bodies – a state of duress we call black fungibility.
Our investment in the concept of refusal is born from a fierce commitment to black feminist
study, which most certainly references Fred Moten and Stefano Harney’s inspired articulation of
black study as a catalysing injunction to create alternative spaces for black radical thought.3
Their frequently cited manifesto, The Undercommons: Fugitive Planning and Black Study, has in
many ways shifted the terms of the field of black studies from an emphasis on diasporic formation
to an exploration of the potentialities of black study for confronting antiblackness as an empowering
imperative for critical intervention within and beyond the academy. In dialogue with yet extending
this important intervention, the founding imperative of the Practicing Refusal Collective rests
on a broader recognition of the fact that black feminists have been studying for a very long time.
Black feminists have been studying in coffee houses, in bars, and in living rooms. We’ve
been studying in fields and in workhouses, attics and cellars, by candlelight and in blistering
sunlight. We’ve been studying furtively and flagrantly, in isolation and together with sisters,
daughters, mothers, and friends. We have studied the hieroglyphics of the flesh, the erotics of
power, the politics of dissemblance, and the power of the blues, as well as the possibilities of
the plenum, the poetics of waywardness, and living in the wake. We were schooled in the practice
of black feminist study by Angela Davis and Pat Parker, June Jordan and Ntozake Shange, Audre
Lorde and bell hooks, Sylvia Wynter and Octavia Butler, Hazel Carby and Hortense Spillers,
Maryse Condè and M. NourbeSe Philip, Ann du Cille and Barbara Christian, Gloria Wekker and
Françoise Vergès, and by Claudia Jones, Ella Baker, Ida B. Wells, and Sojourner Truth – which
is only a thumbnail sketch of our black feminist lexicon. So, while our contemporary moment of
black radical thought embraces the renewed urgency of study, the Practicing Refusal Collective
seeks to historicise black study in relation to the black feminist thinkers who often disappear
from its script.
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Our commitment to black feminist study embraces refusal as a way of thinking beyond
hierarchal structures of power/resistance as the primary schematic for representing the relationship
of black subjects to power. Our discussions aim to recentre the micro-labours of black struggle
and the everyday practices of refusal that are easily dismissed or taken for granted as complacent,
irrelevant, or ineffectual.
practicing refusal:
a rejection of the status quo as livable and the creation of possibility in the face
of negation, i.e., a refusal to recognise a system that renders you fundamentally
illegible and unintelligible; the decision to reject the terms of diminished subjecthood
with which one is presented, using negation as a generative and creative source
of disorderly power to embrace the possibility of living otherwise.
The aim of our engagement with refusal is to recentre and reclaim the micro-labours of
black struggle and everyday/quotidian practices that are easily dismissed, overlooked or taken
for granted as complacent, irrelevant, or ineffectual. Our investment in black refusal rests
on a common bond shared by the members of our group: to recognise the complicated labour
of grappling with black precarity. I want to be precise about the adjacent term precarity that
I believe is crucial to understanding the practice of refusal. It is a term that Athena Athanasiou
uses to describe ‘the lives of those whose “proper place is non-being.”’ She uses it to designate
what she calls,
socially assigned disposability, (a condition which proves fundamental to the
neoliberal regime) as well as various modalities of valuelessness, such as social
death, abandonment, impoverishment, state and individual racism, fascism,
homophobia, sexual assault, militarism, malnutrition, industrial accidents,
workplace injuries, privatisation, and liberal governmentalisation of aversion
and empathy.4
What’s important about this formulation is an emphasis on precarity as a condition of
induced inequality and destitution. What Athanasiou’s definition of precarity stresses is that
precarity is a way of exploiting a condition of vulnerability to injury and loss. It describes the
differential ways disposability gets assigned to particular individuals and groups as one explicit
aim and effect of neoliberal formations of social and economic life. Linking this to the question
of refusal and the idea of black precarity, both my own work and that of PRC intentionally
focuses on the labour of black precarity, or to parse this term more concretely, the work required
to cultivate, maintain or articulate our relationship to black precarity. Put another way, it is the
effort required to position oneself in proximity to, or in a place of discomfort, or even potential
complicity with black precarity.
Most recently, our work has been geared toward thinking about the role that art and
visual culture might play in a practice of refusal, and the ways black visual artists, particularly
members of our own group, are engaging and disrupting the visual archive of black precarity
in new and transformative ways. Contemporary black visual artists are engaging and indeed,
recreating the visual archive of black precarity in new and transformative ways. They are
exercising a particular kind of curatorial care of what, on first sight, appears to be a troubling
and painful collection of images.
Our fellow collective member Christina Sharpe describes this archive of images as the
‘orthography of the wake.’ It is an archive she argues we encounter ‘by way of the rapid, deliberate,
repetitive, and wide circulation on television and social media of black social, material and
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psychic death.’5 Black contemporary artists are choosing to look after, care for, and reclaim
this archive in ways that make us work through and toward what it means to embrace the labour
required to engage the precarity of black life in the ongoing afterlife of slavery. They are refusing
to look away and choosing instead to look differently.
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CUTS/FOLDS/REFUSALS

RIZVANA BRADLEY

I
Tacuche. Generally translated as a bundle of rags; also, a historically specific term, tacuche is
the word for the zoot suit worn by Mexican, Filipino, and African-American youth in 1940s Los
Angeles. The role of the suit in the 1943 riots is explored in Troy Michie’s intricate collage, Riots
(June 3rd – June 8th, 1947), 2019. This work dramatises the flamboyant performance and display
of the garment, and brings the viewer into visceral proximity with layered questions of history,
abstraction, form, and desire. The zoot suiters clashed with white military servicemen who viewed
the youth as shirking their patriotic service duty by dodging the draft. For Michie, cut and
reconfiguration in the form of collage, enable a return to the materiality of the garment. The zoot
suit activates a history of refusal to acquiesce to the demands and terms of nationalism, loyalism,
and patriotism waged by the state. Riots establishes a powerful through line that extends the
fragments of this historical record to a present moment in which racial and sexual discrimination
are explicitly bound up with the return of jingoistic rhetoric that informs nationalist sentiments
about patriotism, citizenship, and belonging. The discursive, socio-economic, and military
apparatuses of the state target and violate queer, black and brown people, rendering them as
disposable bodies.
Out of Sight, Out of Mind, 2018, reveals a more oblique relation to the overlapping terrains
of sexuality and historical resistance as contained within the form of collage, where, what is
crucially at stake, as Elizabeth Alexander has explained, lies in the motif of ‘overlapping.’ Writing
specifically about Romare Bearden’s post 1960s turn to collage, Alexander asserts that ‘overlap
and consequent recombination underpins the very concept of collage, especially as I am using
collage to talk about identity formation.’1 Troy Michie’s practice engineers a complex approach
to identity. Identification and disidentification are explored in tension with disembodiment, which
as much as embodiment, remains a conceptual concern in the artist’s repertoire. In Riots, the
spinning out of hands, limbs, arms and tensed muscles, partially visualised and enwrapped with
pieces of fabric, produces another kind of formal vocabulary for collage at the interplay between
blackness and abjection. The visualisation of the body in tensed relief, trace what Darieck Scott
has theorised, (in relation to Frantz Fanon’s anticolonial thought and study), as the phenomenon
of ‘the black body’s muscular tension,’ read as an expression of ‘power in the midst of debility.’ 2
The making and overlaying of the zoot suit as a visual overlay, refuses the conventions of a
photographic impulse to convey instructional meaning. Instead, desire and struggle become
aestheticised, and collage refashions a history of the black body in relation to what Fanon has
called the ‘livery’ of black skin.3
The front, back and detail of Tacuche #4, 2019, explore the limits of the body’s representational
presence and figurative absence. Here we see the formal motifs of collage explored at the level of
the sculptural, where ethnic markers dissolve, and questions of authentic Americanness unravel.
Any symbols of identification are refashioned and reconfigured within the cuts and folds of fabric.
The tailoring of a classic suit is disarticulated; the disaggregated form of the suit yields to the
haptic dimensionality of the suit, where the affective life of the garment eludes any attempts to
capture that life through its display.
ꢀ
II
The problem was the terror. I wanted it to be truly felt. I wanted to translate the
historical into the personal. I spent a long time trying to figure out what it was
about slavery that made it so repugnant, so personal, so indifferent, so intimate
and yet so public.4
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Just one month after Toni Morrison’s passing, the venerable author’s disclosure of writerly
aspiration and desire compels me to attend to her insights. Morrison’s precise recognition of the
ways the unfolding legacies of slavery continuously resonate in the discursive, cultural, affective,
and creative matrix that underwrites contemporary black aesthetic imaginaries, her succinct yet
revelatory confession, illuminates the sheer difficulty of conceptualising Sethe’s narrative in
Beloved, as an act of translating the historical into the personal.
This crucial offering from Morrison underscores not simply that the historical is personal.
Her words glimpse something far more subtle, and display the suppleness of her own historically
inflected imagination. At stake is the constant (un)folding of the personal into the historical,
the spilling over of the historical into the personal, and the way the movement of black thought,
writing, and aesthetic praxis reflect the slides, drifts, and displacements of history and intimate
life as the undeniable fault lines of black lifeworlds.
History is what hurts, it is what refuses desire and sets inexorable limits to
individual as well as collective praxis, which its ‘ruses’ turn into grisly and ironic
reversals of their overt intention.5
Saidiya Hartman quotes Fredric Jameson’s assertion as maxim partly in order to convey how
fully the point about history’s decisive relationship to the social does and does not encompass
the relational antagonisms of black life. History at once sets the boundaries for individual and
collective social and aesthetic praxis, while remaining inassimilable to the desires of the present.
For art (or more precisely for art as praxis) to grapple with history, it must contend with
this conceptual variance as central to black aesthetics.
Paul Stephen Benjamin’s immersive installation, God Bless America, 2016, centres black
life, spirituality, and celebration, as the affective models for political dissent against the current
of a mainstream media culture obsessed and fixated on spectacularising black death and pain.
Benjamin works within a form reminiscent of Nam June Paik’s media sculptures of the 1960s and
1970s, but his work expresses the tonal variance inherent within black aesthetic praxis. The multiple,
serially positioned video monitors here produce an audio-visual echo chamber that re-score history
as temporal event. Reproducing Aretha Franklin’s powerful 1977 video broadcast ofꢀ‘God Bless
America, My Home Sweet Home’, performed for President Jimmy Carter’s inauguration as a
repetitive sample, and intercutting it with Lil Wayne’s repetition of the phrase from his 2013 single
‘God Bless Amerika,’ Benjamin interrogates the twinned fantasies of political ideology and
religious belief in the American liberal imagination. The unrelenting repetition of Franklin
and Wayne cuts into the smooth ideological surface of the national hymn, whose sardonic message
uncovers and reveals the fantasy of the American dream as available to only the privileged,
inherited few.
The black intellectual tradition has long refused the ideology of the American dream. If
Aretha Franklin’s voice can be taken as a particular crystallisation of black emotional consciousness,
Benjamin’s work further attunes us to the sound of black celebration and protest in one voice.
Black performances of dissent glimpse forms of artistry and sonic experimentation that not only
anticipate the waning of American political life but more provocatively herald the slow dissolution
of America. Writing just seven years prior to Franklin’s performance, James Baldwin, in his open
letter to Angela Davis, wrote: ‘The enormous revolution in black consciousness which has occurred
in your generation, my dear sister, means the beginning or the end of America.’6 W.E.B. Du Bois
wrote of the Negro’s double consciousness: ‘One ever feels his two-ness, – an American, a Negro;
two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one dark body, whose
dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder.’ It is precisely that twoness that threatens
the alleged cohesiveness of American life. Franklin and Wayne’s vocals create a palimpsestic
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soundscape that registers how the affective dimensions of black interiority risk and expose the
American dream not simply as a deferred, hopeless enterprise, but as a concrete falsehood.
III
Elliott Jerome Brown Jr. offers a black intervention into the social history of photography.
His photographic practice opens onto questions of the autonomy and multiplicity, sovereignty
and privacy black subjects are permitted to enjoy in the increasingly circumscribed privacy of
lives lived at the edge of public violation. Thought about in the context of what Saidiya Hartman
has theorised as the violently gendered afterlife of slavery,7 Brown Jr.’s photographs visibilise
figures in intimate domestic settings in ways that fundamentally interrogate the limits of their
privacy with respect to the viewer’s unconditional, unqualified right to see. The artist assembles
alternative postures and poses that generate quiet refusals of the tendency to spectacularise grief.
Devin in Red Socks, 2016: the partial view of a what appears to be a man holding up a
stark white towel in a hotel room, performatively shielding the self from the imminent gaze of
the camera, which stands in for the encompassing power of the general gaze of society. This
performance of withholding moves by way of both seduction and refusal. The viewer enters the
intimate bedroom setting with trepidation and expectation. Devin, the photograph’s subject,
offers a performance that should be read as a quiet refusal that suspends the temporal progression
of photographic time. As the central figure and visual catalyst, Devin’s performance stops time,
only to reshape photographic time in a queer milieu. In works like Wilting, and Vanessa and
Diane, and The company of her shadows, we might recognise variations on the specific theme of
refusal: Brown Jr.’s photographs offer us ecstatic performances; his subjects are able to appear
and appeal to themselves in the absence of the viewer’s looming gaze. This in turn enacts a refusal
of visuality’s structuration of straight time. To see and recognise the playful queerness inherent
in these withholding gestures, is, as JoséꢀMuñoz has argued, ‘to see queerness as horizon…to
perceive it as a modality of ecstatic time in which the temporal stranglehold that I describe as
straight time is interrupted or stepped out of.’ 8
Brown Jr.’s obscuring the transparency of black lives and his foregrounding instead of the
embodied expressions of quotidian attachments to objects, memories, and past histories, enriches
our vocabularies of intimacy. This point touches upon Tina Campt’s study of photographic images,
specifically her sense of the relationship between quiet and the quotidian that inform ‘everyday
practices of refusal enacted and inherited by dispossessed subjects.’ 9 According to Campt:
Each term references something assumed go unsaid, unremarked, unrecognised,
or overlooked. They name practices that are pervasive and ever-present yet occluded
by their seeming absence or erasure in repetition, routine, or internalisation. Yet
the quotidian is not equivalent to passive everyday acts, and quiet is not an absence
of articulation or utterance. Quiet is a modality that surrounds and infuses sound
with impact and affect, which creates the possibility for it to register as meaningful.
At the same time, the quotidian must be understood as a practice rather than an
act/ion. It is a practice honed by the dispossessed in the struggle to create possibility
within the constraints of everyday life. For blacks in the diaspora, both quiet and
the quotidian are mobilised as everyday practices of refusal.10
Kelso Exhausting, 2016, conveys the quiet, routine internalisation Campt describes. In
this photograph, the drape of the arm behind the back ought to be taken as a singular utterance
of exhausted physicality. The withdrawn gesture conveys the virtuosic and unmapped potential
of a body that has removed itself from the dialectical relay of seeing and being seen, and the
expressions of embodied agency that follow from that relation.
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IV
Toni Morrison’s words offer important insights about rendering the catastrophes, contradictions,
and contortions that vitalise the embodied trajectories of black lives in relation to history, memory,
and the present. Morrison conveys black bodily life’s ineludible brush with an unyielding history
of subjection that has long animated fantasies of the American citizen subject. Visualising
blackness within the framing devices of photography and film, however, risk reproducing the
representational violence that facilitates that very subjection.
Aria Dean’s collaborative photographic practice remains sensitive to the constraints
of representing the body or bodily subjectivity. In Wata Proxy (Yazoo, MS), 2017, Dean images
herself and another woman named, Aallyah Wright, with whom she collaborated to makeꢀ
A River Called Death, 2017, a video of the Yazoo River in Mississippi. The blurred out faces of
the women allude to the hyper-pixelated surfaces of surveillance images, and underscore the
visual interchangeability of black women in the image economy of surveillance societies.
Within the context of the meme-ificaton of black bodies that become fractured digital
store houses for new image databases, Dean’s practice compels a reconsideration of the genre
of portraiture as a means of authentic self-depiction. The capacity for photography to surveil
is born of technologies of visual terror that ensure the black body is marked, made, remade,
marketed, and contained as commodity.11 Refusing that biometric containment requires the
swift oscillation between figuration and digital abstraction or digital opacity that Dean’s
complex repertoire tends toward. And so perhaps inadvertently, Dean’s work brings us back to
Morrison’s assertion: The problem is the terror. Making the terror truly felt at the level of the image
requires a form of black aesthetic introspection and attunement to the violent, subconscious
mechanics of the medium, so that the material and imaginary conditions for art praxis might
be reinvented.
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